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Abstract—The advanced computational capabilities of many resource constrained devices such as smartphones have enabled various research areas including image retrieval from big data repositories for numerous IoT applications. The major challenges for image retrieval using smartphones in an IoT environment are the computational complexity and storage. To deal with big data in IoT environment for image retrieval, this paper proposes a light-weighted deep learning based system for energy-constrained devices. The system first detects and crops face regions from an image using Viola-Jones algorithm with additional face and non-face classifier to eliminate the miss-detection problem. Secondly, the system uses convolutional layers of a cost effective pre-trained CNN model with defined features to represent faces. Next, features of the big data repository are indexed to achieve a faster matching process for real-time retrieval. Finally, Euclidean distance is used to find similarity between query and repository images. For experimental evaluation, we created a local facial images dataset, including both single and group facial images. This dataset can be used by other researchers as a benchmark for comparison with other real-time facial image retrieval systems. The experimental results show that our proposed system outperforms other state-of-the-art feature extraction methods in terms of efficiency and retrieval for IoT-assisted energy-constrained platforms.

Index Terms—Image Retrieval, Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data, Convolutional Neural Network, Energy-Constrained Platforms, Deep Learning

1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s modern era of technology, dealing with multimedia data has become a very burning issue of research for which many scientists tried to contribute in computer vision and IoT society. Usage of smartphones and other IoT assisted devices are increasing rapidly results in expanding the collection rate of images exponentially. Thus, efficient mechanisms for managing, searching, retrieving and indexing of image big data repositories are needed [1,2]. Traditional approaches of annotating images with text for indexing and retrieval have a lower accuracy rate. Moreover, manual labeling of image big data is tiresome and fails to express the exact contents of an image because more than one objects can be referred by the same words such as car, truck, and bus can be labeled as vehicle [3]. Therefore, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [4,5] has gained considerable attention of researchers from the past decade. Many CBIR methods have been developed in the field of education, entertainment, agriculture, defense, IoT-assisted surveillance, and medical sciences [6,7]. CBIR indexes images using features extracted from its color, texture, shape, and spatial layout, which are known as low-level features. Low-level features are unable to represent the entire semantics of an image, because two different images may have same low-level features, but they are easy to compute and implement. Features extraction from an image which compactly describes its content is one of the challenging task in CBIR for which many image representation techniques have been developed [8-11]. Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [9] calculates orientation and magnitude of pixels for localized portions. Scale-invariant features transform (SIFT) [10] and speed up robust features (SURF) [11] sought interest points in the image and localize features for those key points to represent an image. In current research arena of features extraction, images and videos are mostly represented by CNN features [12-15], due to immense increase in image classification accuracy using CNNs for ImageNet [16]. ImageNet is a gigantic dataset contains more than one million images with one thousand classes. CNN has the ability to find the hidden patterns in an image with assistance of its millions of parameters (weights and biases) to effectively represent an image. However, traditional CNN models contain millions of parameters that require high computation to extract features, reducing their suitability for energy-constrained devices. Therefore, researchers are trying to implement efficient and robust CNN models on various resource-constrained platforms such as raspberry pi and smartphones for IoT applications [17-19].

The IoT technology for connecting smart devices such as smartphones and various sensors is emerging rapidly. A large amount of data is generated from these smart devices such as vision sensors that can be used for various applications
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The IoT technology for connecting smart devices such as smartphones and various sensors is emerging rapidly. A large amount of data is generated from these smart devices such as vision sensors that can be used for various applications
including security, privacy, person re-identification, and image retrieval. The smartphones connected to IoT technology assists people in many daily life problems, but it has very limited storage capabilities and computational power. The smartphone users cannot execute any complex programs, particularly while dealing with high resolution images. Therefore, most of the IoT connected smart devices transmit data to cloud servers for efficient processing and its storage. Thus, the control of image data transfers from local smartphones or other devices to cloud servers. Currently, a large number of research institutes are working on image retrieval systems for the benefit of the society. For instance, a secure image retrieval system in IoT is proposed by [20], where they used resource-constrained clients to move the preprocessing of images to cloud. On cloud server, the image search is performed, thus helps in reducing the cost for the end user. Another encrypted image retrieval system in IoT with multi-user authentication is proposed by [21]. This system is lightweight, enabling content-based search through decrypted images. They represented images using local visual features, followed by Euclidean distance to measure the similarity between two feature vectors for retrieval. Rahim et al. [22] encrypted images using lightweight secure encryption algorithm on smartphone prior to sending it towards cloud for binary compact codes generation for image retrieval. In addition to vision sensor data, other smartphone sensors such as gyroscope, accelerometer, and fingerprint sensors are also integrated together in an IoT platform to serve humanity by performing various tasks.

Audio calls and messaging through cell phones, used a decade ago, have now transformed into live video chats with other features like location tracing through global position system (GPS) [23]. These smartphone features enable various IoT applications such as home intelligence, IoT in healthcare, IoT in vehicles, smart grids, and a lot more [24]. The extensive features of a smartphone like high-resolution camera, long battery life, and huge storage enables a user to capture a massive number of images and record videos. Researchers from different areas are utilizing smartphone’s resources such as an accelerometer, gyroscope, camera, and fingerprint sensors for different tasks [25]. Zualkerman et al. [26] collected data from accelerometer readings, analyzed several features of typing actions such as quickness and delay between typing strokes for training a classifier for human emotions prediction. Chetty et al. [27] proposed a technique for human activity recognition using the inertial sensors. They used the concept of information theory-based features ranking algorithm. A precise scalable mobile image retrieval technique is presented by Yang et al. [28] which retrieves images in two steps. Firstly, it determines the relevant images based on visual similarity and then it acquires scalable retrieval by subtracting contextual saliency from retrieved images. Jonathon et al. [29] proposed a smartphone based CBIR and object recognition technique and claimed that the method can work on degraded images such as noise affected and different transformations. Their technique extracts SIFT features from salient regions of images that are indexed through the vector-space model with a two-stage ranking technique for efficient retrieval of images.

In generic CBIR concept, images are retrieved according to the user desired query of certain category [30, 31] from large scale image databases. A recent work [3] developed a CBIR system in which images are represented by fusing salient color features with rotation invariant texture features (ISC&RIT). In this method, color features are extracted using HSV color quantization histogram and texture features using rotated local binary pattern (RLBP) [32]. Due to the robust representation of an image by color and texture, they used it for general category images retrieval. These techniques extract global image features of general image category and are not appropriate to represent local facial features. Moreover, these techniques are based on handcrafted features, which are not able to capture full semantics of image and are computationally expensive.

In this paper, we retrieve images based on user provided query face. For instance, a user can retrieve his images from the IoT-assisted smartphone gallery where he is alone or in a group with friends and family members. The proposed system detects face using Viola-Jones [33] technique, crops it from the image, inquire for true positive detection and extract convolutional features of an efficient pre-trained CNN model. A similar process is applied for all the photographs present in the big data repository. To retrieve the same face images, we calculate Euclidean distance between the query and database face features. The accurate detection of faces in the proposed system is because of scrutiny for false and true positive using suggested face and non-face trained classifier. The local features extracted from convolutional layers of proposed CNN proves to be the best representative of different parts of face. The proposed CNN model is designed to be cost-effective for energy-constrained devices for IoT applications. Thus, the above properties allow this system to detect the faces with high accuracy and represent faces effectively using convolutional features.

The paper is organized as follows: The proposed IoT assisted image retrieval framework is explained in Section II. Experimental results and evaluation of our technique with state-of-the-art techniques are discussed in Section III. Section IV concludes the paper with future directions.

II. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

This section illustrates the concept of retrieving images based on convolutional facial features for IoT assisted energy-constrained devices. Also, the framework of features extraction using intermediate layers of cost-effective pre-trained CNN is described in detail. The proposed system has three core steps. Firstly, faces $F_N$ are detected from image $I$ using Viola-Jones algorithm and cropped. Each image may contain different number of faces. Therefore, we have indexed each cropped face $C_T$ with its associated image $I$. Secondly, the cropped faces $C_T$ are fed to the CNN model. The two main layers i.e., Conv4 and Pool3 of CNN are utilized for feature extraction. Convolution features $\omega_{\text{Conv4}}$ and $\omega_{\text{Pool3}}$ are fused together as $T_F$ for face representation. These two steps are repeated for whole dataset images and for each image the features of faces are stored in features database $\Theta_F$. Finally, Euclidean distance is utilized to measure the similarity score between query face features $F_q$ and face features database $\Theta_F$ in real-time. Framework of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1. The input/output parameters of the proposed system in addition to abbreviations used in this paper are given in Table I.
Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed IoT assisted facial-features based image retrieval system where detected faces through Viola-Jones algorithm are cropped and fed to face/non-face SVM classifier to eradicate the miss-detection problem of Viola-Jones algorithm. Next, the cropped faces are input to the proposed light-weight CNN model to extract convolutional features. Finally, the extracted features are matched with big data repository features via Euclidean distance to retrieve similar faces.

Table I. Description of model parameters and abbreviations used throughout the paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of model parameters:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( F_q )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_{\text{Conv4}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_F )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_I )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_F )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_{\text{Pool3}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Theta_F )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Preparation and Face Detection

The proposed system is totally based on the face regions in the image. Therefore, face detection is the first challenging step, as images are mostly taken with different illumination changes, scenes, poses, and viewpoints on a smartphone. We have used a well-known Viola-Jones [33] face detection algorithm for face detection. The reason for using Viola-Jones is that it is open source and fast face detection algorithm which helps us to maintain low complexity on a smartphone in IoT network. However, it has the limitation of false-positives in complex background images shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, to overcome the effect of false-positive detection in our system we have trained a two class (Face, Non-Face) classifier as a verification step for face detection. It helps to analyze only true-positive detected faces in the image.

A binary class SVM is trained on face and non-Face images. Faces are cropped using Viola-Jones method while non-face images are collected from different non-face regions of images. A dataset of five hundred face images and five hundred non-face images are prepared for training a classification model. Local binary patterns (LBP) texture features are extracted for training a binary classifier which can discriminate between true-positive and false-positive detection of faces. The prepared data is trained and tested on three algorithms including linear SVM, quadratic SVM, and decision Tree with ten folds cross-validation. We got 92%, 95%, and 90% validation accuracy from these classifiers, respectively. Finally, in the proposed system we have used quadratic SVM classifier which has less false-positive score and higher true-positives. Fig. 2 (a) shows the average face and non-face features representation. Which are classified using trained quadratic SVM classifier and visualized in Fig. 2 (b).

Fig. 2. Result of the suggested face, non-face classification module.
B. Proposed facial features extraction

In recent years, CNN based approaches retain the overwhelming benefits compared to some previous handcrafted features extraction methods, particularly in semantics representation of image[12, 34, 35]. In the deep learning based approaches, the features of the earlier layers contain higher spatial resolution for precise local features, while the features in later layers indicates more semantic or global information [36]. The activations that are the output of CNN layers are interpreted as visual features. We have utilized local features of convolution layer four and pooling layer three for more generic face representation [37]. The architecture of pre-trained CNN is given in Fig. 3. It shows three new layers after final pooling S1, S2, and FV where S1 layer is the sum of 15×15 conv4 feature maps with 384 channels. S2 is the sum of 7×7 pool3 feature maps with 256 channels. These two layers are converted to one dimensional 225 and 49 feature vector, respectively. The weights size, strides, padding, channels, and outputs of the network is given in Table. II. The proposed system uses pre-trained CNN model which is trained on VGG face dataset [38]. The dataset has 2597 subjects of different TV and movie actors having more than 0.8 million images. Each subject has images ranging from 120 to 250. We have trained a CNN model on VGG face dataset having similar architecture as AlexNet [39] CNN model. We have modified the size of the input image from 227×227 to 128×128 as the detected face in an image has lower resolution. Further, we have changed the size of convolutional kernels from 11×11 to 5×5 because the small size filter can learn more tiny discriminative changes in the visual data [40] which is more suitable for face images. The reason for training a new model on VGG face dataset instead of using a pre-trained AlexNet model is that the original AlexNet model is trained on visual data of general categories which is able to extract discriminative features from data of diverse categories. However, visual information in faces is very similar for everyone. Therefore, the general category CNN models are not able to extract discriminative visual features for facial data. Thus, we first trained a CNN model on face image dataset from scratch and then we performed our proposed mechanism for convolutional feature extraction to represent face images. In the proposed system, we have extracted convolutional features and skipped the fully connected layers and Softmax layer. The reason for eliminating these layers is that fully connected layers represent more global features of the image. Where we need local information of face part such as eyes, nose, and lips etc. which can be represented more accurately using the local features. Convolutional features are capable of extracting local features [40]. The effect of convolutional features on face can be seen in Fig. 4. Secondly, as the image retrieval is not a classification problem, therefore, we have eliminated Softmax layer. The architecture of proposed technique is numerically described in Table. II. The proposed CNN has five convolutional layers and three pooling layers. The kernels size, strides, and padding are changed from original AlexNet [39] model because the image we feed to CNN is 128x128 instead of 227x227. The sizes of feature maps are different but the number of channels are same.

Fig. 3 shows three new layers after final pooling S1, S2, and FV. Where S1 layer is the sum of 15×15 conv4 feature maps with 384 channels. S2 is the sum of 7×7 pool3 feature maps with 256 channels. These two layers are converted to one dimensional 225 and 49 feature vector respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Conv1</th>
<th>Pool1</th>
<th>Conv2</th>
<th>Pool2</th>
<th>Conv3</th>
<th>Conv4</th>
<th>Con5</th>
<th>Pool3</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>FV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pad</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>62x62x96</td>
<td>31x31x96</td>
<td>31x31x256</td>
<td>15x15x256</td>
<td>15x15x384</td>
<td>15x15x384</td>
<td>15x15x256</td>
<td>7x7x256</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Weights and outputs of the proposed CNN model used for convolutional features extraction.

Fig 3: Proposed architecture for facial feature extraction.
Algorithm: Image retrieval and recognition for IoT assisted energy-constrained devices.

Input: Query Face $F_q$, big data repository $\Phi$

1. Select one image $I$ from big data repository $\Phi$.
2. Detect faces $F_k$ in the image $I$.
3. Crop faces $C_F$ from $F_k$.
4. Feed $C_F$ to proposed CNN model.
5. Extract LBP features from $C_F$.
6. Feed LBP to train SVM model for face and non-face classification.
   If prediction == face
      Extract FV from conv4 $\omega_{\text{Conv4}}$ and pool3 $\omega_{\text{Pool3}}$
      Save FV to features database $\Theta_F$
   Else
      Do nothing
   end
7. Repeat step 1 to 6 for all images of the big data repository $\Phi$.
8. Select query face image $F_q$.
9. Apply step 2 to 5 on $F_q$.
10. Calculate the Euclidean distance between $F_q$ and $\Theta_F$.
11. Update faces indexing table $\chi_I$.

Output: Retrieve the faces having smaller Euclidean distance with $F_q$ in $\chi_I$.

Finally, S1 and S2 are fused to make features vector for face representation. To overcome the complexity of system the proposed technique extract features once from all images of the big data repository and make a feature database $\Theta_F$. The similarity between query face and faces in the repository is calculated using Euclidean distance of the features. The distance values are stored in faces indexing table $\chi_I$ and faces with the minimum distance to the query face are retrieved as a final output of the system.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the proposed approach has been evaluated using several image retrieval metrics including precision, recall and mean average precision (MAP). We performed several experiments using actual smartphone device as an emulator i.e., LG-G4, having Android 6.0 marshmallow, software version H81120x installed on it. The processing components of the device include snapdragon 808 hexa-core processor with 3GB of RAM and 16 MP rear camera and 8 MP selfie camera. We have arranged our own dataset for the evaluation of the proposed system. Because there is no available dataset containing group images of individuals, friends, and family. We collected nine hundred images of our laboratory members taken on different occasions. It contains twenty common subjects, where for each subject we have individual and group photos. It is more challenging because the images are taken with different illumination changes, indoor, and outdoor environments. The proposed system is evaluated using precision, recall score [41] and MAP score [42]. Our system is also assessed and compared with different handcrafted feature based methods including the local binary pattern (LBP) [43], HOG [44], SURF [11], and color texture fused features [45] based techniques.

\[
\mathcal{P} = \frac{\text{relevant images retrieved (R)}}{\text{Number of selected images from gallery (S)}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\mathcal{R} = \frac{\text{relevant images retrieved (R)}}{\text{overall relevant images in gallery (N)}} \tag{2}
\]

A well-known information retrieval evaluation method “precision and recall” is used for the performance assessment of the proposed system. The precision $\mathcal{P}$ is the ratio between the amount of the relevant images $\mathcal{R}_I$ retrieved and the number of selected retrieved images $\mathcal{S}_I$ from big data repository. It calculates the positive predictive values of the information retrieval system. Recall $\mathcal{R}$ is defined as the ratio between the amount of the relevant images $\mathcal{R}_I$ retrieved and the total number of the relevant images $\mathcal{N}_I$ from repository. Both precision and recall are therefore based on an understanding and measure of relevance. $\mathcal{P}$ and $\mathcal{R}$ are computed using Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 [46].
We have conducted several experiments using different handcrafted features before the evaluation of deep features and convolutional features. As handcrafted features are easy to compute with fewer execution resources and time. However, its performance is not effective for image representation. Fig. 5 shows the performance of different features extraction techniques. Patterns finding techniques in face images such as LBP, HOG, SURF, and SIFT that are already used in many face recognition and facial expression analysis methods are not working effectively for the proposed system. Firstly, we have evaluated our previous work (ISC&RIT) [3] for the proposed idea. ISC&RIT combines salient color and rotation invariant texture feature for image representation, but it has low accuracy for the proposed system. HOG features achieved second highest accuracy overlapping on same recall level with LBP features. SURF, color, and texture fused features-based methods are well behind the proposed technique. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that for low recall level every feature extraction method has a high precision score. But as the recall level increases it indicates that the number of selected images from the repository is also increasing, so the precision score decreases gradually. This is because when we select less number of images for calculation precision score, it means that we are selecting the higher ratio similar images from the repository. Therefore, the accuracy is high, when we are increasing the number of selected images from repository, so the similarity score between query face image and features database is very low. The proposed method has higher accuracy throughout the recall level as compared to handcrafted features extraction methods as well as deep features of pre-trained CNN models.

The retrieval performance of proposed technique is also assessed using different similarity and dissimilarity matrices such as Euclidean distance, Mean Absolute Error, and Manhattan distance. After analyzing results of these three metrics we have used Euclidean distance because of its high precision score. Fig. 6 shows retrieval performance of three distance metrics, where the precision scores of Manhattan distance and Mean Absolute Error are closed to each other’s and overlaps on some recall levels. The Euclidean distance reached high precision score all over the recall axis and beats the other methods with a higher margin. This is because the Euclidean distance is efficient in calculating pairwise matching of features. Therefore, we have used Euclidean distance for comparison between query face features and database features throughout the experiments.

Deep learning and CNN has excessive ability to represent an image semantically. Therefore, we have also evaluated deep features of pre-trained CNN model including fully connected layers FC7 and FC8 for the compassion with proposed convolutional features for face-based image retrieval problem. Fig. 7 shows the performance comparison between deep features and convolutional features. On low recall level, different method performs well and get the high precision score. However, as deep features of CNN represent more global features of a given image, and proposed problem deal with faces. Therefore, when we extract global information from faces, so we get almost same features representation for every face. On the other hand, convolutional features represent local features of a given image. Consequently, we can get information about the face, eyes, nose, mouth and other parts in feature representation of the face. Thus, from Fig. 7 we can see that both fully connected layers overlap each other throughout the graph. Convolutional features improved overall precision score on each recall level. Due to this reason, we have used convolutional features for face representation for the proposed problem.

The MAP is another most common used metric for the evaluation of retrieval systems. MAP value is calculated as follows [30]:

\[
MAP = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{j=1}^{L} AP_j
\]  

Where \( L \) represents the total number of queries for evaluation of the system and \( AP \) is the mean precision, representing mean precision values of the similar results for all queries. It is computed as follows:

\[
AP = \frac{1}{S} \sum_{j=1}^{S} \hat{P}_j
\]  

The \( \hat{P} \) precision value for all the similar images \( S \). The MAP score ranks the retrieval system and it ranges from 0 to 1. The MAP score near to 1 means system is of higher rank and near to zero means the retrieval is of lower rank. Table III. shows
percentage MAP scores of the proposed technique and other state-of-the-art methods. The MAP scores are calculated up to five recall levels on 40 different face query images from the dataset. The proposed method achieved a maximum score of 85.39 on the local dataset. On the other hand, deep features FC7 with 79.74 and FC8 with 80.63 MAP scores have better performance from handcrafted feature extraction methods.

Table III.
Comparison of the proposed system with other state-of-the-art techniques using MAP score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>MAP (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LBP</td>
<td>72.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISC&amp;RITP</td>
<td>67.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG</td>
<td>77.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURF</td>
<td>70.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC7 Features</td>
<td>79.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC8 Features</td>
<td>80.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolutional Features</td>
<td>85.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show retrieval results of two face queries. In both figures, the first image is the query image while other images are the retrieved similar images from the database. The Euclidean distance score between query face and features database of faces are given on the top of each image. Lower distance indicates higher similarity to the query image and vice versa. In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 we can see that proposed method retrieved mostly similar images. However, there are some images which are not related to query face, but they are retrieved because their visual content such as texture and shape are similar to the query face. Fig. 8 shows positive side and Fig. 9 represent more challenging part of the proposed technique. One of the major problems in face image representation and recognition is the beard men. Therefore, in Fig. 8 where the query face is clean shaven which make it easy for the feature extraction method for efficient representation of face. While on the other hand, we have several people in repository images who have a beard and at the time of face detection and face representation we get false-positive detection for those faces. Therefore Fig. 9 has false retrieval of some images. In future work we will try to overcome the problem of face detection in challenging scenarios, also fine-tune the proposed model such that it can efficiently represent both clean shaven and beard men.

![Fig. 8: Retrieval results of the proposed system using convolutional features.](image-url)
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a real-time face query-based image retrieval system for IoT-assisted energy-constrained devices. The proposed technique analyzes the face regions of all images containing group and individual photos. The face detection algorithm we used had a problem of false-positive detection, which we solved using a binary classifier for analyzing only true-positive faces. Secondly, we used an efficient CNN for feature extraction where convolutional layer 4 and pooling layer 3 are utilized for face image representation. We have conducted various experiments for image representation and similarity measure. For image representation, we have analyzed features of convolutional and fully connected layers. For similarity measures, as compared with MSE and Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance could provide higher accuracy on our proposed convolutional features extraction mechanism. The proposed method is very effective in terms of both accuracy and complexity, which can be a part of IoT assisted energy-constrained devices [47] for efficient real-time image retrieval system. In future, we plan to analyze hash-based image representation techniques [48-50] which will help us in storing features on small capacity devices and achieve more robust retrieval performance.
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